The time is getting close...

Over the past few months, your ECC Board has been working to reconfigure our conference agenda to reflect both venue (no beach front views!) and delivery (no big room with HD screens!) changes. But one thing remains the same: Our commitment to delivering industry leading content and thought provoking topics aimed at improving the capital projects industry.

The goal of our agenda and technology platform is to provide the best virtual conference experience for all attendees. This means no long speeches, ample opportunities to network (virtually) with industry peers and a wide variety of topics and well known speakers to both test your thinking but also give you takeaways to improve your organization’s performance. All of this will be enabled by a virtual environment which is both immersive and interactive while being intuitive and easy to use.

Our theme: “The Future is Now: Moving from Talk to Traction” provides the common thread for our speakers to address topics such as:

- **General Martin Dempsey** (Ret), Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff on America’s role in the world day
- **Regina Mayor**, KPMG, Global and U.S. Head of Energy on the need for resiliency in the challenging environment we’re all facing
- **Robert Bryce**, noted author and journalist on electricity and the future of hydrocarbons in the 21st century
- **Lisa Jaster**, Army Ranger, civil engineer on the value of persistence in the face of adversity
- **Scott Snook**, Harvard Business School on importance of authentic leadership
- **Neil Duffin**, ExxonMobil Global Projects Company President on the opportunities and challenges for capital projects. Neil will be interviewed by **Jan Tuchman**, Editor-in-Chief, Engineering News Record
Supplementing our speakers are thought provoking breakout sessions on topics such as:

- Digitalization in our Industry: Now is the Time!
- Global Energy After Covid
- Transformative Ideas from other Industries: Meet Google Photos Chief of Staff
- Organizational Behavior and Leadership Development
- Plastic Waste and the Circular Economy – What is our Industry doing?
- How to Improve Project Outcomes

So, I hope you’re all as excited as ECC is in this upcoming event as we are! While the format will be different, the value remains unchanged. There’s still plenty of time to register and for $199 it’s a great value!

"See" you all at the conference!

Thank you for your continued support of ECC.

Tony Bazzini
Chief Engineer, ExxonMobil Global Projects Company
2020 Chair, ECC Association